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NEWMARKET 

 
 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
held on Monday 19th April 2021 at 10.00am via Zoom 

 
1 PRESENT 

Di Angus-Smith, Cheryl Bampton, Rosemary Foreman, Joanne 
Garner, Steve Garner, Kath Gifkins, Chris Timmins, Tim Young 
 

ACTION 

2 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
Grace Crump, Stephanie Ellington, Trish Newell 
 
The Chairman reported that, due to ill health, Barry Coles had had to 
resign from the committee as of 1 April 2021.  Barry had been a 
staunch member of the committee for several years, taking on some 
complex tasks and guiding the committee through the writing and 
reviewing of important policies.  He had produced publicity items, 
with the Publicity Sub Committee and been involved in all aspects of 
the management and running of Newmarket U3A.  In addition, he 
had led the Camera Group and masterminded successful 
exhibitions.  He will be much missed and the Executive Committee 
wished him well for the future. 
 

 

3 ITEMS FOR ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 Personal details on websites 
 TAM 
 

 
Tim 

Joanne 

4 MINUTES FROM LAST MEETING 
The minutes of the meeting held on 15th March 2021, having been 
previously circulated, were approved. 
 

 

5 MATTERS ARISING 
 Job Descriptions – Tim stated that, although he had 
circulated some completed job descriptions, this was still a work in 
progress and that it would probably be sensible to wait for 
completion before corrections were made.  Having said that the 
following minor amendments were suggested: Group Co-ordinators 
– it should contain a line that says that names of attendees are 
required to be recorded, as well as monies collected being sent to 
the Treasurer on a regular basis.  Treasurer – it needs to state that 
this position means automatic membership of the Resources 
Committee.  Editors – these need to state that these positions mean 
automatic membership of the Publicity Committee. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tim to 
continue 

6 TREASURER’S REPORT 
(a) Financial Status – Di had previously circulated the 

Accounts as of 31.03.21.  Kath stated that the Events 
account balance (given as £1,665.28) was not 
unchanged, as there was a payment of £50 for a speaker 
for the Garden Group to go through.  This was noted by 
Di. 

(b) On-line Banking Update – Di stated that the authority to 
act online had been submitted for both herself and Tim, 
but they were still awaiting a response, and that Cheryl 
had submitted her application to become a mandate 
holder. 
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(c) Steve enquired as to whether a figure could be given for 
the annual running costs, e.g. income, hall hire etc. of 
Newmarket U3A.  Kath stated that the hall hire was still a 
query, as she was awaiting to hear back about current 
hire costs, but this might only be known once halls were 
back up and running.  However, a £2,500 balance was 
required to be kept in the main account, which should 
cover 6 months of running costs in the event of an 
emergency.  Di then queried the costs for U3A Day, but 
this was deferred for discussion in Item 11. 
 

7 MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY’S REPORT 
Cheryl stated that Newmarket U3A had upped its membership again 
and now had 205 members.  Rosemary wanted to check that Roy 
Holland had been removed from the membership list, as he had 
sadly died.  Cheryl highlighted the fact that new 2021/2022 
membership cards needed to be printed as memberships would start 
again from August 2021.  She also said that she required access to 
the new logo to use for letter headings.  Chris volunteered to draw 
up the template for the new cards, and would contact Barry Coles if 
she was missing any relevant documentation.  Burwell Print would 
be asked to print 250 cards, which Cheryl agreed to collect.  Chris 
also agreed to send round new versions of the logos to those 
members of the Executive Committee that needed to produce 
documentation. 
 

 
 

Chris to 
design 

template for 
membership 

cards / 
Burwell Print 
to produce 
250, Cheryl 
to collect / 
Chris to 
circulate 

logos 

8 REPORTS FROM SUB-COMMITTEES 
 (a) Activities 

The report had previously been circulated by Di.   
Open Gardens – Kath stated that she now had 10 gardens 
signed up for the scheme. 
Summer Barbeque – Although other activities might delay 
action, it was decided that this could be arranged for August, 
so Tim agreed to talk to ‘The Five Bells’ in Burwell. 
Chris and Kath stated that they were still regularly updating 
the online Events calendar. 
Thursford – Di asked if we could enquire via E-News how 
many people still wished to take up his/her place on the trip, 
so that replacements could be made if necessary.  Di also 
suggested that it would be helpful for there to be a co-
ordinator for the trip, and Tim agreed to ask Niddy if she 
would be willing to take on this role, as she had done all the 
initial work. 
(b) Publicity 
E-News Bumper Edition - Steve had looked at possible costs, 
delivery arrangements, and sources of contributions for this 
edition, and this would be reviewed by the Publicity 
Committee later this week.  It would replace the July issue of 
E-News.  Steve also highlighted the need to include 
information about the forthcoming AGM in both the June and 
August newsletters (which would be issued on the 1st day of 
each month). 
Steve highlighted the fact that the Publicity Committee were 
losing Barry at the end of the U3A year, Nigel would depart 
when restrictions allowed him to travel back to Turkey, and 
Chris would be stepping down.  He also stated that due to 

 
 
 

 
 

Tim to talk to 
‘The Five 

Bells’ 
 
 
 
 
 

Tim to 
approach 

Niddy 
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poor health, he currently has both Nigel and John Herring as 
backups for E-News. 

 (c) Resources 
 As no recent meeting had been held there was no report, 

however a meeting would be called next week in order to 
discuss the costs for both the E-News Bumper Edition and 
U3A Day.  The next U3A Day Working Group would meet in 
relation to being able to report back at the Executive 
Committee Meeting. 

 

 
 
 

Kath to call 
meeting 

 

9 AGM 
It was agreed that this would be held on the last Monday of July 
(26th), and would take place by Zoom due to restrictions of Covid-
19.  The Working Group set up to organize this consists of: Chris, 
Joanne, Kath, and Rosemary. Organization needs to start nine 
weeks before the meeting, so by 24th May at the latest.  Trish will 
need to be contacted to move the Speaker’s Meeting booked for 
July.  Kath had compiled a chart of human resources available 
against time remaining.  Di, Jo, Stephanie, Steve, and Trish can all 
be re-elected.  Cheryl has served two terms, so can still be re-
elected.  Chris, Grace, Kath, and Rosemary have worked their terms 
and cannot be re-elected.  Tim as Chair, can be re-elected.  Steve 
stated that he would not be seeking re-election.  [ROSEMARY 
LEAVES THE MEETING TO GO AND HAVE HER SECOND JAB.]  
It was agreed that people must be approached in a hope of filling the 
soon to be vacant positions on the Executive Committee. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Tim to 
contact Trish 

10 ESTABLISHMENT OF WORKING GROUP FOR LATEST U3A 
MODEL CONSTITUTION 
Chris, Di, and Tim had all read this in detail.  It was decided that it 
would be reviewed in August, after the new Executive Committee 
had been formed, as there was too much other work requiring more 
urgent attention.  If necessary, a Special General Meeting could be 
held in September or sometime in the Autumn. 
 

 
 
 

Working 
Group to be 
set up later 

11 U3A DAY, AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A ‘U3A DAY WORKING 
GROUP’ 
Notes were available from the Working Group that had met the 
previous Friday.  The Working Group had comprised of Cheryl, Tim 
and Trish, but Chris, and Niddy had now joined this group.  U3A Day 
would take the form of a “Zoom Day”, which would be open to the 
general public as well as members (with a “Waiting Room” system to 
aid security).  A QR code (to take you to the Zoom link) had been 
discussed, and this would be published in the Newmarket Journal, 
as well as the website address.  Three or four hosts would be 
required to monitor the six-hour day.  Group Co-ordinators had been 
emailed requesting their participation.  A small advance advert in the 
journal had been considered, but the Working Group decided that it 
would be more appropriate to spend funds on a whole page spread 
to feature on 27th May.  This would cost £550 plus VAT, but Tim 
volunteered to sponsor part of the cost (as he felt that it looked as 
though the TAT had already issued all their £100 grants).  Although 
restrictions prevent the handing out of leaflets, posters could be 
produced.  Cheryl agreed to contact both Radio Cambridgeshire and 
Burwell Radio to see if they would be interested in running a feature. 
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Although this day could be a dummy run for the big national event 
planned in 2022 (40 years of the U3A), concerns were raised about 
the costs.  Does the Newmarket Journal have a sufficiently large 
circulation to justify the cost of the whole page spread?  Could social 
media groups be an alternative?  It could still be costly if running an 
advert, arranging printing, and paying speaker fees.  Steve queried 
the draft programme produced, as he felt that the timings were rather 
ambitious and could easily go awry.  He wondered if there could be a 
session for the Group Co-ordinators rather than just 5 minute blocks.  
It was decided costs should be looked into for a half page spread, 
plus the circulation figures, and also the total costs for the day 
needed further calculation (e.g. to include speaker fees, such as 
David Palmer who required a fee of £35).  Thought needed to be 
given to perhaps some more “male orientated” activities for the day.   
It was also decided that details of some non -online activities running 
throughout June-August must be given to interest those without 
access to a computer.  Group Co-ordinators needed to be contacted 
to assess what their group could provide. 
 

 
Tim to look at 

costs and 
circulation 
relating to 

Nkt Journal 
 

Resources to 
assess total 

costs 
 
 
 
 

Stephanie to 
contact Grp 

Co-ords 

12 REVIEW OF POLICIES 
With the departure of Barry Coles from the Executive Committee, 
there was now uncertainty as to who was doing what and when.  It 
was decided that there needed to be a plan to highlight which 
policies needed to be reviewed and with what regularity. 
 

 
 
 

Tim to 
contact Barry 

13 FUTURE SPEAKERS 
As Trish was not present, Tim went through the bookings for 
speakers.  In May Charles Garland would be speaking about ‘Dad’s 
Army’, whilst Tom Preston who gives a talk on Lancashire 
comedians, for a fee of £48, was to be approached to speak on U3A 
Day.  Steve Short (magic and comedy) was also another possibility.  
No speaker would be required for either July (because of the clash 
with the AGM) nor in August. 
 

 
 
 
 

Trish to 
arrange 

speakers 
accordingly 

14 ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
(a) Personal details on websites – The TAT had advised 

against putting personal details on U3A local websites 
after a couple of groups had fallen foul of scams.  
However, Tim thought it made it difficult for people to 
make contact if they do not have your details, and 
thought that we just needed to be vigilant.  It was 
discussed as to whether the people opening their 
gardens would be releasing their personal details.  Chris 
stated that she could set up email contact for all Group 
Coordinators if required, but currently would leave name, 
telephone number, and email (via Bluebird) details as set. 

(b) TAM – It was discussed that there was a need to update 
the list for Group Co-ordinators (after Barry Coles, Niddy 
Walpole, and Iris and Phil Boggie had all stepped down), 
but that as the system for receiving TAM would soon 
change then the current list should remain as it is.  Kath 
asked if it was known as to when we would pay our 
subscriptions.  Joanne replied that she had just 
completed the Annual Return for Newmarket U3A, and 
that our group would be invoiced after the end of April, 

 
 

Kath to 
check in 

relation to 
Open 

Gardens 
 
 
 
 
 

Tim to liaise 
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collection of 
MahJong 

sets 
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and be required to pay for 203 members (as she had had 
to declare the number of members as of 31.03.21). 
 

15 NEXT MEETING 
To be held via Zoom on 17th May 2021 at 10.00am. 

 

 


